Whatever your VAT needs,
we are here to help.

We are small enough to provide bespoke specialist advice
and to create lasting business relationships, but large enough
to cater to the corporate market and compete with even the
largest of blue chip competitors.

TO FIND OUT MORE, OR TO SPEAK TO ONE OF THE TEAM, CALL US
ON 01633 415390 OR EMAILUS@CENTURIONVAT.COM
WWW.CENTURIONVAT.COM

Fast. Friendly.
Efficient. Expert.

WWW.CENTURIONVAT.COM

We are the largest
independent specialised
VAT consultancy in Wales.
Offering an individually tailored,
cost-effective and VAT-efficient service,
we cater to the needs of a wide
spectrum of businesses, from large
corporations and local authorities,
to charitable organisations and the
education sector.

Who are we?
Made up of a team of five VAT
experts, we are small enough to
provide bespoke specialist advice
and to create lasting business
relationships, but large enough to
cater to the corporate market and
compete with even the largest of
blue chip competitors.

Our focus is to add value to our
clients businesses and to ensure that
we are always the first point of contact
should an issue of VAT ever arise.
Together our team: Liz Maher,
Alan Maher, Louise Gray, Andrea
Brindley and Julie Rawlinson-Smith
have more than 110 years experience
in the field of VAT. This experience
has shown us that, in business,
VAT is not always at the forefront
of our clients’ minds. Nevertheless,
failing to manage VAT effectively can
impact heavily on the day-to-day
management and indeed the overall
success of their business.

Our services
• VAT Consultancy
• An On-site
VAT Resource

• Compliance
• VAT Training
• Business Reviews

• Help Lines
• Management
Programmes

We promise to provide each of our clients with prompt, proactive and professional
VAT support to keep administrative burdens to an absolute minimum and to ensure
that there are no nasty surprises along the way.

How we can help
Our top calibre VAT service is
recognised by our clients as friendly
and effective. Whilst offering a wide
range of VAT services, we continue
to provide support and advice which
is always uniquely shaped to fit your
individual business needs.

Always uniquely shaped to fit
your individual business needs.

At Centurion VAT Specialists, we are
never driven by chargeable hours;
our focus is to add value to our clients
businesses and to ensure that we are
always the first point of contact should
an issue of VAT ever arise.To find out
how we could help you, please get
in touch.

To speak to one of the team,
call us on 01633 415390
or emailus@centurionvat.com

